
Choral Reading  

 
Standards for all Narrative Writing 

11.1.R.1-Students will actively listen and speak clearly using appropriate discussion rules with control of 

verbal and nonverbal cues.  

11.1.R.2-Students will actively listen and evaluate a speaker’s message.  

11.1.R.3-Students will engage in collaborative discussions about appropriate topics and texts, expressing 

their own ideas by contributing to, building on, and questioning the ideas of others in diverse groups. 

11,2.R.2-Students will evaluate details in literary texts to connect how genre supports the author’s 

purpose.  

11.3.R.4-Students will evaluate literary devices to support interpretations of texts, including comparisons 

of: *Imagery  *Tone  *Symbolism   *Irony 

11.7.R.1-Students will analyze and evaluate the various techniques used to construct arguments in 

written, oral, visual, digital, non-verbal, and interactive texts, to generate and answer applied questions 

and to create new understandings.  

11.1.W.1-Students will give formal and informal presentations in a group.  

11.1.W.2-Students will work effectively and respectfully within diverse groups, demonstrate willingness 

to make necessary compromises to accomplish a goal, share responsibility for collaborative work and 

value individual contributions made by each member.  

11.4.W.1- Students will use domain-appropriate vocabulary to communicate complex ideas.  

11.4.W.2-Students will select appropriate language to create a specific effect.  

11.7.W.1-Students will design and develop multimodal content for a variety of purposes.  

11.7.W.2-Students will construct engaging multimedia presentations for diverse audiences.  

11.8.R-Students will select appropriate texts for specific purposes.  

 

Unit Objective/Writing Reason:  

The key words of this unit are group and reading. In this unit we will be reading several passages from 

poetry, rhymes, tongue twisters, or songs, by group (chorus) of voices speaking in unison. Acting requires 

the use of expression both vocally and physically to create characters in any given play or monologue. 

Choral reading is a great way to start to appreciate our own vocal abilities through interpretive reading of 

the text. We will: gain practice of performing, use expression to convey an author’s intent, begin to 

realize how our vocal interpretation can enhance the meaning of the printed word, and learn how 

important the vocal instrument is in creating a character. Hopefully, through choral reading, we can 

accomplish this without feeling anxious or embarrassed.  

 

Assignments 

Day 1: Introductory anchor- Here we will discuss the standards, the idea of choral reading, history of 

choral reading and the calendar.   

Day 2: The terms and techniques of choral reading. (A small section of notes)    

Day 3: A Whole class experiment. (Poem)  

Day 4-5: “The Daniel Jazz”    

Day 5: “George”  

Days 6-7: Working with Smaller Groups- Tongue Twisters   

Days 8: Jabberwocky  

Day 9: Halloween 

Day 11: A Man Named Hods 

Day 12: The Pobble Who Has No Toes 

Day 13: Don’t Ever Seize a Weasel by the Tail 

Day 14: Test Choice and Practice 

Day 15: Test 


